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Background: Recently my team and I were looking 
after a young boy with learning difficulties, who needed 
dental treatment and was extremely nervous. The patient 
needed multiple fillings and had a complex medical history. 
The dentist and I discussed how best we can care for the 
patient and decided to start with a gentle approach where 
the patient was in control. We started his visits by acclimatising 
him to the surgery. Then booked him in for a check-up and 
finally booked a separate appointment for the treatments he 
needed. He did have 2 appointments for all his dental 
treatment as there was a lot to do. 

Aim: To make our patients feel comfortable seeing the 
dentist and be dental fit.

Method: Acclimatising 
Both the dentist and I came up with a plan to make him feel comfortable in the surgery. We 
started by making sure he knew that he was in control, this was done with lots of verbal 
communication as well as visual aids like posters. We then showed him how our chair works and 
that it is a cool and comfortable chair to sit in. Once he was happy to sit and lay in the chair, 
the dentist showed him what the air feels like by using it on his hand and then when he was 
comfortable she then used the air on his teeth. At this point we gave lots of praise to the 
patient. The dentist then proceeded to explain the next appointment to the parent and I as the 
nurse started to talk to the patient about their experience today and gave them a sticker, whilst 
my colleague (another nurse) had made up a funny looking balloon from a glove for the 
patient to take home. Overall the patient left the clinic smiling and said they are happy to come 
back next week, as well as mentioning they want another balloon when they come. 

Check up 
Before we saw the patient, both the dentist and I discussed the appointment and what the 
plan was and in what order. Our plan was to continue to make the patient feel comfortable 
and explain every step of the appointment. On the Check-up visit, the child was happy to sit 
in the chair immediately and was ready to open their mouth. We explained the process of 
the check up to both the patient and parent and proceeded to complete the appointment. 
During the examination, both the dentist and myself would ask questions and make up funny 
stories about the ‘sugar bugs’ to explain the dangers of too much sugar in the diet. Together 
with the patient we counted teeth, learnt about brushing using the mirror and a toothbrush. 
At the end of the appointment, the patient was excited to be receiving a sticker of their 
favourite super hero as well as the toothbrush, and finally left with another silly glove 
balloon. The dentist and I was happy to have a comfortable patient who couldn’t wait to 
come back. This was a result for us. 
Treatment 
The dentist and I discussed what the treatment would be. We planned again on the process 
and how we could keep the patient compliant throughout the procedure. The patient 
arrived all excited and sat in the chair immediately. He remembered our names and was 
happy to proceed. We explained every step as the treatment began and also told funny 
stories to keep his mouth open. Once the treatment had ended the dentist gave post 
treatment instructions to the parent while I sat and continued with funny stories with the 
patient, at which point the other nurse came in with the balloon and presented it to the 
patient. This nurse could see we were talking and helped the team by taking the instruments 
to be decontaminated. This gave me the chance to continue spending the time with the 
patient as we became friends. This patient is now always happy to visit us when required 
and still remembers our names and the treatment in a positive way. When the dentist needs 
to put on fluoride, the patient requests his flavour of choice and is compliant. All other 
treatment appointments were completed in the same manner.   

Results:
The team worked together in all aspects; from planning and incorporating everyone’s 
suggestions to the approach, to helping each other with decontamination, making the 
patients journey a good one. This way of working in special care dentistry improves the 
outcome for the patient due to good team working. 


